Project Background

- Multiple requests from the community, and Brooklyn College for a safer pedestrian crossing at Campus Rd and Amersfort Pl.
- Significant pedestrian traffic from adjacent schools
- Nearby transit: B6/B11 buses on Bedford Ave, 2/5 subways on Nostrand Ave at Flatbush Ave
Existing Conditions
Campus Rd

- Desire for students to cross Campus Rd, but long distance between marked crossings
- Quick left turns from Campus Rd at Amersfort Pl to Campus Rd

Pedestrian crossings
Existing Conditions
Amersfort Pl

• Unmarked crossings on Amersfort Pl at E 27th St
Existing Conditions
Bike Facilities

- Missing connections in bicycle network between Bedford Ave bicycle lanes and shared lanes on Ave H/Ocean Ave
Enhanced Crossings and painted sidewalk extensions with planters on Campus Rd at Amersfort Pl & E 27th St
- Shortens crossing and distances between crossings
- Expands the pedestrian network
- Slows turning vehicles
- Enhances pedestrian entrances to Brooklyn College
Enhanced Crossing Example
8th St, Manhattan

- Adjacent to New York University
Proposal
Amersfort Pl

- Mark crosswalk on Amersfort Pl at E 27th St
- Channelized gore
  - Slows vehicles
- Parking lane stripe
  - Calms traffic
Proposal
Bike Facilities

Shared lane markings on Campus Rd between Amersfort Pl and Ave H
- Eliminates gaps in the bicycle network

Example shared lane on Ocean Ave, Brooklyn
Summary

- Add enhanced crossings with ped ramps, and painted neckdowns with planters on Campus Rd at Amersfort Pl and Campus Rd and E 27th St

- Mark high-visibility crossing on Amersfort Pl at E 27th St, and Campus Rd and Ave H

- Add channelized gore at Amersfort Pl and E 27th St

- Install new parking lane stripes on Campus Rd between Hillel Ave and Campus Rd

- Add shared bike lane markings on Campus Rd between Amersfort Pl and Ave H
Thank You

www.nyc.gov/dot